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Political Marketing Strategies in Africa:
Expert Opinions of Recent Political

Elections in Ghana

ROBERT HINSON and ERNEST YAW TWENEBOAH-KODUAH
Department of Marketing and Customer Management,

University of Ghana Business School, Legon, Accra, Ghana

This study focuses on expert views of the importance of political
marketing and electoral victory in African nations with an empha-
sis on Ghana. There is a particular focus in this article on under-
standing political marketing communication issues pertaining to
the 2008 Ghanaian presidential elections. Following Peng and
Hackley (2007), we used ‘‘elite interviews,’’ dyadic depth interviews
with highly regarded marketing and communication practitioners
who were also MBA students at Ghana’s premier business school.
We also employed Butter and Collins’ (1994) political marketing
structure model in eliciting and analyzing the study findings. We
found that all four of the themes discussed by Butler and Collins
(1994) played a role in the defeat of the incumbent party—New
Patriotic Party (NPP). Product factors was the key theme followed
by organizational, process, and market factors, respectively. This
paper is an important initial step in highlighting the significance
of political marketing to the fortunes of political parties in Africa.

KEYWORDS expert, Ghana, marketing communications, polit-
ical parties, student, voter

THE POLITICS–MARKETING INTERFACE

Marketing has traditionally been more applicable to profit-making entities
(see Berthon, Opoku, Pitt, & Nel, 2007; Blankson, Mbah, & Owusu-Frimpong,
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2009; Owusu-Frimpong & Martins, 2010) than to not-for-profit entities like
political parties. That said, Lees-Marshment (2001) notes that political parties
can use political marketing to increase their chances of achieving the goal of
winning elections and they can alter aspects of their behavior, including
policy, membership, leadership, and organizational structure, to suit the
nature and demands of their market. Further, she goes on to observe that
research relating to political parties has spanned themes like political leader-
ship, organizational structure, electoral support, and campaign strategy.
There is a growing research interest in what has been described as the
marketing–politics interface. Thus a wide range of academic literature has
concentrated on the application of marketing concepts and principles to
politics (Andrews, 1996; O’Cass, 2001). In this vein, the marketing concept,
as a general management philosophy and overarching principle in market-
ing, has been noted to be a useful philosophy relevant to profit and nonprofit
organizations (Brownlie & Saren, 1991; Kotler & Zaltman, 1971) as well as to
a variety of industry contexts (Kotler, 1972, 1986; Kotler & Levy, 1973;
Wensley, 1990). Research focusing on political marketing and political brand
building is not new. Studies of this sort have spanned the work of O’Cass
(2001), who investigated the political marketing concept and political market
orientation in Australian politics, and Bauer, Huber, and Herrmann (1996),
who studied political marketing from an information–economic analysis per-
spective using Germany as their research context. Butler and Collins (2001)
also posit that the idea of political marketing occurring only during formal
campaign periods is an old idea that has been firmly discarded in the
political-marketing literature.

O’Shaughnessy (2001), in a more introspective treatment of political
marketing, argues that political marketing programs can sometimes do harm,
and illuminates this stand with two case studies from Canada and Britain.
However, he argues that some political scientists have embraced the concept
of marketing, arguing that its analysis brings distinctive strengths lacking in
political science treatments. He further argues, citing Bartle and Griffith
(2001), that marketing’s contribution lies in the broader theories of demand
it introduces, such as voter aspiration and applied tools like segmentation.

Political communications with a special focus on political advertising
have been carried out in many Western contexts (see O’Cass, 2001; Peng
& Hackley, 2007). Baines and Egan (2001) posit that the subject of political
marketing had generated academic interest in the United States since the
early 1970s, but in 2001, empirical research into political campaigning was
still scarce (Newman & Sheth, 1985). From an African=developing economy
perspective, investigations into political marketing communications have
been nonexistent, and this is strange to the extent that the level of marketing-
communication expertise is improving across the continent (evidenced by
the mushrooming of new international and local advertising agencies). More-
over, African politicians are now more well traveled than they have ever
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been, with the obvious exposure to best practice political marketing
from other continents, which could be imported and modified, or serve as
inspiration for the development of nuanced political marketing and brand
strategies.

In the Ghanaian context, it is uncommon to find empirical studies
investigating or exploring the effects of political communications on the
electorate. Thus, the current research is an initial attempt to fill this research
gap by providing findings on the extent to which political communications
influence electorates’ voting decisions or persuade them regarding various
political communications messages. Also, the impact of other exogenous
variables (that is, nonmarketing communication factors) on the persuasive-
ness of communications and voting decisions will be explored. This research
is significant at two levels. First, it makes an important developing economy
contribution to the global academic discourse on political communications.
Secondly, it offers important insights into how political parties in developing
economies can better conceptualize their marketing communications propo-
sitions from a consumer standpoint.

BACKGROUND TO THE TWO DOMINANT POLITICAL
PARTIES IN GHANA

The battle to rule Ghana has been largely between two key political parties:
the National Democratic Congress (NDC) and the New Patriotic Party
(NPP). After two terms for each of these parties (NDC from 1992 to 2000
and NPP from 2001 to 2008), the ground was set for a fierce political battle
between the two largest parties in 2008. The election ended as the fiercest
and most closely contested political contest in national politics in Ghana. After
the first run of elections on December 7, 2008, the NPP’s Nana Addo Danquah
Akuffo-Addo emerged as the winner, but short of the constitutional require-
ment to be declared president. He polled 49.13% of the votes cast, while
Professor John Evans Atta-Mills of the NDC obtained 47.92%. A second run
of election between the candidates of the two rival parties took place three
weeks after the first run. At the end of the runoff, although the opposition,
NDC, was now leading with 50.13%, the Electoral Commission could still
not declare a winner as the margin was so small that results from the Tain
constituency could change the verdict. This was so because one of the consti-
tuencies, Tain, could not vote as voting materials did not reach the constitu-
ency early enough. This situation culminated in an unprecedented third
round election to be held in Tain after which the NDC’s Atta-Mills was
declared the winner with a narrow margin of about 40,586 votes representing
50.2% of votes cast. After the elections, several studies were done to try to
figure out the reasons for the failure of the NPP government to retain power
after what was considered to be an impressive record of 8 years. The studies
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showed that there were a few flaws in NPP’s electoral campaign that the NPP
party had to deal with. This paper attempts to analyze the defeat of the
then-ruling NPP party in the 2008 general elections in Ghana using a political
marketing-communication approach.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Ghana’s political-communication system falls within what has been described
as an open democratic category with the highest political competition and
stability scores in sub-Saharan Africa (Nisbet & Moehler, 2005). Election cam-
paigns in Ghana often command substantial media attention. This is especially
so for national-level elections. Political party officials are employing marketing
and promotional specialists to assist them with adopting various marketing
tools in an attempt to increase communications persuasiveness and to improve
the competitiveness of their political parties and candidates.It could be
inferred from recent political discussions that certain political parties that resort
to the use of marketing communications appear to be positively influencing
the electorate away from the traditional factors (e.g., ethnicity and tribalism,
use of money, power of incumbency, tradition, religion, etc.). Additionally,
they outperform those candidates who downplay the importance of marketing
communications. The major question of this research concerns whether or not
the use of marketing communications influences the decisions of Ghanaian
voters. Also, do other factors apart from marketing communication messages
(e.g., tribalism, etc.) determine the voting decisions of Ghanaian electorates?
We therefore set for ourselves the following research objectives:

RQ1: To what extent did marketing communications influence the
decisions of Ghanaian voters in the December 2008 elections?

RQ2: To examine factors other than marketing communications mix
elements that accounted for the loss of the incumbent NPP party
in the December 2008 elections.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This article adopts the work of Butler and Collins (1994) as a framework for its
analysis. In their framework, Butler and Collins identify four key structural
characteristics of political marketing. Each of these structural features contains
certain elements that are considered to be vital in analyzing the political
marketing strategy. As in many marketing activities, political marketing
involves the presentation of a product to the electorates. The political product
comprises the person (presidential candidate), party, or ideology or all of
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these. Another element of Butler and Collins’ (1994) political product is loyalty.
He intimates that political parties and candidates command an extraordinary
level of loyalty, which allows parties or candidates a certain degree of flexibility
in shifting policy, but militates against conversion of people from one party to
another, constituting a barrier to entry for new parties and groups. Mutability is
the third component of the product, a notable property of political marketing
that allows the ‘‘purchase’’ to be alterable even in the post purchase setting.

The second element that Butler and Collins (1994) espouse is organiza-
tion, and this relates to the mechanism for action and overall strategy for
penetrating the political market. Amateurism is considered a feature of the
political organization. Amateurism stresses that technical advice is supportive
of, but not crucial to, the process of decision making. The model also ident-
ifies dependence on volunteers as a feature, and that political parties rely
heavily, at all levels, on the volunteer workforce, whose enthusiasm must
be maintained through a feeling of proximity to power or significant contri-
bution to a worthwhile cause (see Figure 1). The third element of the model
is the market, which constitutes the electorates for which the party must sell its
product. Within this political market, the electorates are ideologically charged
so that the elections become a vital component of governance. The electo-
rates in the market also socially affirm the product through their votes, and
that they will not only affirm their preferred products, but also ‘‘negatively’’
affirm by voting to reject those products they do not want to alienate power
to through the phenomenon they described as ‘‘counter-consumer.’’

FIGURE 1 The Conceptual Framework. [Source: Butler and Collins (1994).]
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The last element in the model is the process characteristics in a political
marketing situation, which amount to the ‘‘rules of the game’’, and are con-
cerned with procedures and systems that govern marketing activities. The
key features here are the drift from substance to style in electioneering, the
different advertising and communications standards that apply, the political
polling phenomenon, the news media attention paid to the process, and
the operations of tactical voting, allowing the ‘‘negative purchase.’’

The model provides a framework and the basis for analyzing the rea-
sons why the NPP lost the 2008 election in spite of the enormous confidence
they displayed, and the claims by pollsters that the party would secure a first-
round victory.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We adopted a qualitative research approach to this study because we were
seeking deep and rich explanations for a phenomenon that had hitherto been
under researched from a developing country perspective. We were also seek-
ing answers to marketing communications questions by examining social set-
tings and the individuals who inhabit these settings (Berg, 2007). We followed
Peng and Hackley (2007) in our research design. Peng and Hackley utilized
‘‘elite interviews,’’ consisting of dyadic depth interviews with highly-regarded
marketing and communication practitioners in the United Kingdom and
Taiwan, to examine political marketing-communications planning in the
United Kingdom and Taiwan. We employed a similar methodology. We inter-
viewed three categories of marketing communication experts (who all at least
had an average of 10 years of industry experience and were in the throes of
completing an MBA [marketing option] degree) in order to arrive at the results
of this research. The categories are marketing and communication experts
who were involved with the incumbent NPP political campaign, marketing
and communication experts involved with the monitoring of the opposition
NDC campaign, and general marketing practitioners. In all, we interviewed
five marketing and communications experts, including a marketing and com-
munications expert with two decades of marketing experience, a marketing
and communications expert with a decade of marketing experience and an
aspiring member of parliament for the incumbent NPP party, a media expert
with a decade of experience in radio, a media expert with a decade and a half
of experience in television, and a commercial director of global FMCG brand
Cadbury with a decade and a half of experience in marketing.

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

This research sought to unearth key issues that culminated in the loss of the
incumbent NPP party in the December 2008 elections in Ghana. According to
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the National Electoral Commission in Ghana, this election was the most
closely fought in the history of the fourth Republic of Ghana. We categorize
the key insights from the internal strategic issues (relating to issues internal to
the NPP party that were poorly managed) and the external strategic issues
(relating both to what the leading opposition did better than them and to
external national or local issues the NPP handled poorly). In discussing
the internal and external reasons for why NPP lost the election, we isolate
those particularly related to a poor marketing posture and situate them within
the framework of Butler and Collins (1994).

1. Alleged Corrupt Practices of the Incumbent NPP Party

There had been the general perception in the public domain that NPP func-
tionaries were corrupt prior to the elections. This was given credence by
the manner in which it chose the party’s flag bearer. This is because seventeen
candidates contested to become the party’s flag bearer with each paying
whooping GHC 25,000 (about US$ 25,000) further fueling the speculation that
either the contestants had stolen the money or were aware they could steal
enough once they got elected. This and other perceived corrupt practices
of the party damaged the product that the NPP were offering to the electorate.
The damage was particularly to persons in the party, this ultimately had a
negative effect on the party as a product that was been offered the electorate.
The NDC also did well to communicate this damage to all and sundry to their
political advantage. The NDC further built upon these to drive home the point
that the NPP’s ideology of ‘property owning democracy’ meant property-
grabbing democracy. This diluted the NPP’s key ideology thereby damaging
the product presented to the electorates.

The NPP government came to office pledging zero tolerance for corrup-
tion but in the judgment of many they had failed to deliver on their promise.
Despite passing some anti-corruption laws, many thought that the vim had
gone out the NPP anti-corruption crusade. The perception existed that the
corruption gaining ground was fuelled by the ostentatious lifestyles and
massive display of arrogance on the part of ministers and government func-
tionaries, notably the district, municipal and metropolitan chief executives.
Other factors which appear to corroborate this viewpoint are expensive
presidential primaries, and expensive campaign advertisements.

2. Economic Issues

General global economic conditions started worsening with hikes in food and
fuel prices running into 2008. Fuel prices, for instance, hit a record high of
U.S.$147.02=barrel but the NPP governments stuck to the free market prin-
ciple, allowing, for instance, the National Petroleum Authority to increase
prices as they increased in the world market. From this standpoint, the NPP
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government had sought to apply the mutability principle in the Butler and
Collins’ (1994) framework. The application, however, was too rigid and they
failed to recognize that beyond a certain point the market (electorates) were
not going to take it, and was going to serve as political ammunition for the
position, which was exactly what happened. What caused the failure of the
mutability principle was the fact that the NPPwas engaged in the procurement
of certain luxury items, like the plush Presidential Palace and the purchase of
the two presidential jets, at a time when the economy was ailing. Therefore,
the economic variables that caused the NPP its defeat were their failure to
a) apply the mutability rule well and to b) understand to what extent the
market was going to accept it.

The failure of the government to heed the call not to purchase the presi-
dential jet or to erect the presidential mansion, as well as their failure to dras-
tically reduce oil prices to reflect the world market price of the commodity
before the first round, gave the impression that the incumbent NPP party
was not in complete charge of the economic issues facing Ghanaians.

3. Great Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) Campaign,
Replete with Wrong Messages

‘‘My issue with the NPP is that sometimes I think they are not really in touch
with what is on the ground—that is the people at the grassroots,’’ noted one
respondent. As far as integrated marketing communications is concerned, the
NPP ran one of the most impressive ever in Ghana’s political history. How-
ever, it was all style without substance. The process adopted placed too much
emphasis on style with little or no emphasis on substance. The NPP failed to
communicate the several social interventions, NHIS, Free Bus Ride, School
Feeding Programme, and Free Maternal Care it had initiated, and went on
about microeconomic indicators that ordinary Ghanaians cared little about.
Although most of these interventions had challenges, a communication of
these interventions, accompanied by the steps taken to improve them, would
have scored the NPP political points. Some of the party’s functionaries could
not communicate well enough the party’s achievements. All these gave the
opposition NDC the tools to play up the negative perception of marketing
in politics as they played up NPP’s IMC campaign as unethical while they
conducted theirs discretely.

4. Failure to Communicate with the Grassroots Electorate in
Marketing Communications

This point is related to the earlier point made about the NPP IMC campaign.
Given that the illiteracy rate in Ghana is high, the NPP should have commu-
nicated their success story in the local dialects rather than rely on the jargon it
did use. Only a small segment of the population could appreciate the ‘‘big
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English’’ macroeconomic stability that NPP kept preaching. The NPP boasted
about reduced inflation and interest rates, the stability of the Ghana cedi,
investor-friendly environments, improved foreign direct investment, and
the improved image of Ghana in the eyes of the League of Nations, among
other things. Even these, the NPP found difficult to translate into the local
languages. The NPP failed to utilize the news and media attention that was
offered to them as a result of the great IMC campaign they ran, as well as
the fact that they were in government. Again, they failed to understand the
market, and especially the fact that the age-old marketing principle of seg-
mentation was crucial. They failed to segment the electorates and communi-
cate specific messages to them.

The NPP could not communicate their achievements effectively in local
languages for the electorate to understand. NPP functionaries were rather
preoccupied with ‘‘big English,’’ which the people did not heed. Conse-
quently, they failed to make the required impact.

5. The NPP’s Failure to Fulfill Its Earlier (Year 2000)
Electoral Promises

The NPP came to power through a number of lofty ideas including the prom-
ise to help revamp the fishing industry and to return state-annexed lands to
the Gas. Upon winning power, the party seems to have reneged on those pro-
mises. Whereas the management of local premix fuel stations had been
hijacked by party functionaries instead of fisher associations, the fishermen
complained consistently about the operation of foreign vessels in the terri-
torial waters of Ghana that had adopted the unacceptable practice of pair
trawling. The government insisted that there were no trawling vessels on
the waters of Ghana. The NPP seems to have tried to play the mutability card
but failed to a large extent. Mutability can be maintained only to an extent.
The fact that the NPP could not ameliorate the suffering of the electorate dur-
ing their 8-year term contributed significantly to their defeat. Therefore, the
NDC’s promise to deal decisively with the issues went down well with the
electorates in the communities affected by these issues. Despite the significant
increase in the numerical strength of the police, there was the perception that
the crime rate had gone up.

6. Scare Tactics by the Opposition Party: Profound to the Extent
That This is Usually the Remit of Incumbent Parties in Africa

The opposition NDC adopted scare tactics way before the elections, accusing
both the NPP and the Electoral Commission of underhanded dealings. Several
allegations were made, including the bloating of the register in the Ashanti
Region (considered the stronghold of the NPP), that there was a shortage of
registration materials in their stronghold, that there were delays in the
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reopening of the voters register, and that the NPP had hatched a grand scheme
of ‘‘ways and means’’ (‘‘ways and means’’ is a term coined to represent a
scheme to rig elections). The issuing of threats and the inciting of their
supporters not to tolerate any attempt by the NPP to rig the elections were
among some of the scare tactics adopted to instill fear in the population. In
the second round NDC intensified their campaign that the NPP was bent
on rigging the elections and that Ghana will be thrown into turmoil should
the NPP be declared winner. A pro-NDC local radio station announced that
results were being delayed to enable the Electoral Commission (EC) to
change figures in favor of the NPP. This brought large numbers of the sup-
porters of the NDC into the streets and they later besieged the offices of the
EC to ensure this did not happen. Ex-servicemen called into the station and
unveiled plans to deal with the government should any attempt be made to
rig the elections. The tensions rose to the extent that banks and other
agencies closed early on Tuesday, December 30, 2008, for fear of the lives
of their employees.

By deploying their propaganda, The NDC attempted to undermine the
credibility of the EC. Indeed the European Union Election Observation
Mission stated in its report that, ‘‘As part of its tendency to accuse all state
institutions of bias, the NDC constantly criticized the EC for lack of impar-
tiality without any substantial grounds for many of its allegations.’’ The
NDC seemed determined to heighten the atmosphere of insecurity in the
country in the period leading up to the elections.

7. Perceived Aloofness of the Incumbent President Creating
Advantage for the Opposition

President Jerry John Rawlings is probably one of the most charismatic leaders
to ever grace the Ghanaian political landscape. He campaigned vigorously
for the opposition NDC party in the 2008 elections, evidenced by this quote
from a participant expert in our research:

Former President Rawlings played his role efficiently in canvassing
relentlessly for votes for the opposition NDC party. He did this sometimes
without the party asking him to do so and is even reported to have used
his personal funds on several occasions. . . I was expecting President
Kufour to take Ashanti, Eastern and Western Regions to campaign for
Nana Addo because when he won in the first round of elections on
December 7, the NDC brought up an issue to divide the Ashantis and
the Akyems so it was incumbent on President Kufour to go down not
only for regional rallies but to constituencies just like Rawlings did and
to explain to them why Nana is the right choice for them. This is because
without the Ashanti Region there is no way the NPP will be able to cross
the finishing line because all prospective constituencies targeted by the
NPP had been destroyed.
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Former President Kufuor was hosting a birthday party while the former
president Rawlings was seriously campaigning for the NDC. Indeed, party
supporters of the NDC had been so incited that most were prepared to die
if the party was not declared the winner. On the few occasions the President
Kufuor attempted to assist in the campaign, he made very controversial state-
ments that created voter apathy. For instance, at Atwima Nwabiagya, the
president made a statement that anybody who was hard working had money
in his pocket and that only lazy people complained that they did not have
money in their pockets. He also made a statement about Professor Mills’
inability to go round to campaign, apparently insinuating that he was not a
healthy man. The last statement that he made was at Ashaiman where he
openly attacked Dr. Nduom by saying that it was not possible for a president
to go to a ‘‘warring’’ place and that Paa Kwasi Nduom must be joking if he
says that ‘‘he will personally visit the place of war if voted into power.’’ Apart
from the political advantage that these statements and that aloofness gave to
the opposition NDC, it also reduced social affirmation on the part of NPP
supporters that in some cases created the counter-consumer votes (Butler
& Collins, 1994). The net effect of these is the impression that Kufuor did
not believe in the person of Nana Akuffo Addo. In addition, as the feature
on dependence on volunteers indicates in the Butler and Collins model,
the political instincts of volunteers must be stimulated to get them into action
but in this case, the core Kufuor supporters’ interest was not stimulated.

8. The Readiness of the Ghanaian Electorate to Effect Change

The wind of change in the country as a whole was too heavy for the NPP to
contend with. All over the world, when people are bent on effecting change,
they will brace all odds to have it done. Most Ghanaians believe that a govern-
ment must be changed after 8 years. The keys reasons are that long-serving
politicians become corrupt and arrogant. The NDC agenda of change fed
neatly into this crave for change by the Ghanaian electorates. The NPP would
have done better if it carved a message that highlighted the end of tenure of
President Kufuor as change for another person with renewed vision, strength,
and impetus. This was not the case as they kept shouting, ‘‘We are moving
forward.’’ The successful Obama campaign for change caught up with Gha-
naians as they sought after change in their own nation, leading them to favor
the NDC. The natural inclination of people, especially the floating voters, to
look for change after two terms of one administration cannot be overlooked

9. Internal Disharmony in the Incumbent Political Party

One of the critical factors that seriously affected the NPP’s chances of winning
was the internal scuffles that erupted before and after their congress to elect a
flag bearer. The negative campaign of name calling, ethnic divisions,
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accusation of drug deals, and corruption among others that preceded the elec-
tions, gave a lot of ammunition to the NDC to use against the NPP. Although
the NPP pretended to have resolved these issues, this was never the case as
one contestant finally resigned from the party only to return after intense
pressure from party elders. President Kufuor’s perceived support for one
candidate against the so-called party candidate was a significant blow. A sec-
tion of the NPP would not understand why the sitting president would be
honoring the opposition flag bearer at the expense of his party candidate in
an election year.

Another factor included persistent calls by party foot soldiers for their
party to take care of them. The NPP foot soldiers served as the interface
between the party and the society so that whatever information needed to
be sent across went through these foot soldiers. But when it came to the shar-
ing of booty they were left out, culminating in bitter complaints and threats of
refusal to campaign and vote. This is what Butler and Collins (2001) con-
ceived of when they wrote, ‘‘political parties rely heavily at all levels on vol-
unteer workforce whose enthusiasm must be maintained through a feeling of
proximity to power, or significant contribution to a worthwhile cause.’’

Another great challenge was the internal division during their constitu-
ency primaries, which was characterized by imposition of candidates in some
instances. This was evident, for instance, in the Bekwai and Nkawkaw con-
stituencies where party candidates lost to aggrieved break-away candidates.
The NDC, on the other hand, managed their differences very well–at least
better than the NPP. While trying to resolve their own differences, they
hyped up the conflicts in the NPP, taking advantage of the events to create
further cracks in the NPP campaign.

The perceived lack of neutrality at the top stretched its ugly tentacles to
the grassroots, giving rise to able leaders who were marginalized for support-
ing Nana. This resulted in some parliamentary candidates standing as inde-
pendent candidates, thus occasioning the loss of parliamentary seats to the
opposition. It is believed that the parliamentary gains made by NDC in the
first round contributed immensely to its ultimate victory in the second round.

10. Nonperforming Parliamentary Representatives of the
Incumbent Party

Another move that did not help the NPP is the influence of the national party
hierarchy on the parliamentary primary elections. While the top echelon of
the party wanted to maintain certain candidates because of their rich experi-
ence, the grassroots members protested their candidature, and this affected
the party in the elections since it resulted in division of the members. Most
of the MPs lost touch and faith with their supporters either as a result of arro-
gance, refusal to address pressing community problems, or both. Longserving
NPP MPs also did not help the party deliver on their promises to the
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electorates. On the issue of attitude, there was too much complacency in the
NPP, claiming they had won the election on a silver platter, and this discour-
aged people from voting for their party. Further, the apologetic approach
adopted in the second round by the NPP gave the electorates the impression
that they (the NPP) become humble only when they need the electorate’s help.
Such is the case that happened in the central region, which resulted in the NPP
losing during the second round areas which they had won during the first
round. As a result, the NPP lost the loyalty it commanded in the 2000 elections,
and as can be seen in the work of Butler and Collins (1994), loyalty is a key
component of the product that a party delivers to the market (electorates).

11. Astute Political Propaganda Posture of the Opposition ND
Party Compared with the Propaganda Naiveté of the
Ruling NPP Party

Political marketing is different from normal marketing. The NPP did not get
that but the NDC did. The NDC is the only political party that has recognized
propaganda machinery and even has a propaganda secretary. The NDC used
their ‘‘set the record’’ forum to accuse the NPP of scandalous deeds; and these
accusations were either feebly refuted or not refuted at all. As indicated by
Butler and Collins (1994), the media had a very powerful effect on political
marketing, and this powerful effect was obvious after the media encounters.
For instance, when commercial drivers were arrested by the police and con-
victed by the motor courts, it was attributed to the NPP. The NPP flag bearer
Nana Akuffo Addo was branded as a cocaine dealer and addict, and the mess-
age was carried so powerfully and so repeatedly that it gained credibility in
political circles. This message was able to sway a lot of people to believe that
Nana’s integrity could not be trusted. This goes to emphasize the fact that
propaganda can do damage to a political party product if the negative aspects
of the product are communicated long enough on various media platforms.
The NPP strategies, on the other hand, rather misled most of their followers
not to turn out to vote, especially in the Ashanti region. The huge rallies and
the persistent shouts of ‘‘Agbenaa!’’ (agbenaa is a Ga word meaning ‘‘it is fin-
ished’’)madeNPPsupporters complacent that thepartywouldwin regardless of
the circumstances. The NPP thought Ghanaians were mature enough to make
the necessary comparison of both parties’ achievements and vote based on
that, forgetting that there is always an element of amateurism (Butler & Collins,
1994). Despite its huge media presence, the NPP failed to counter the allega-
tions; hence, it gained ground in the media, yet it cost them in the elections.

12. The God Card

The NDC and its flag bearer played the religious card. They appealed to the
religious instincts more than did NPP. When the incumbent President Kufuor
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attacked Professor John Atta-Mills about his seemingly poor health, he just
came out to proclaim the next day that God looks after people, and this
touched the electorates emotionally. The NDC was also able to portray
Professor Mills as a God-fearing, humble, and obedient servant, rather than
the flag bearer of the NPP who had several been criticized, several times,
for being a womanizer and the arrogant, spoiled child of an ex-president.
He had been accused of behaving as if he was entitled to the rewards of his
father’s presidency. Others accused the NPP of forgetting about God once
they came to power. One elderly man remarked, ‘‘The last time they knew
God and came around singing beautiful gospel songs; this time they came
with a worldly singer to infuriate us.’’ The NDC candidate also kept professing
to be the peace ambassador capable of ensuring that Ghana enjoys peace. He
kept preaching that when voted into power, he would be the peace ambassa-
dor for all, not solely the NDC party members. He often played on the
emotions of people, especially with his door-to-door campaign.

KEY LESSONS FOR POLITICAL MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
PRACTICE IN A DEVELOPING ECONOMY

The defeat of the NPP in Ghana’s 2008 election provides several lessons for
political strategists, politicians, and political communicators. The lessons are
placed within the context of Butler and Collins’ work (1994) on political mar-
keting structure and processes, and are therefore placed within the four main
contexts of the framework used by these authors. All four factors provided by
Butler and Collins (1994) played a role in the defeat of the ruling party by the
NDC, with the most prominent being product and organizational variables,
followed by process and market variables, respectively.

Product considerations played a major role in the defeat of the NPP. The
NPP’s product, which is a combination of their flag bearer, party, and their
ideology, had been badly damaged by allegations of corruption, insensitivity,
and arrogance. In political marketing, it must be noted that it is the product
that is up for sale and any damage to the product will seriously affect the for-
tunes of the party in the elections. It is important for political marketing prac-
titioners to keep the product away from damage as much as possible.

Another product factor that negatively affected the NPP’s chances was
mutability. The NPP came to power with lofty ideas about how they would
deal with the then-worsening economic situation, improve the standard of liv-
ing, and return Ga lands to the traditional owners. The NPP, upon winning,
found it difficult in deliver on their promises, and after 8 years, the electorates
had lost faith in the party. The NPP tried to play the mutability card, but what
their spokespersons failed to grasp was that mutability is dependent on time,
and the longer it takes, the more the electorates lose faith in the party. Political
marketers must note that mutability can buy you some time, but ultimately the
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party must deliver on its promises. Political marketers must therefore be
careful of the promises they make on campaign platforms as it may come back
to haunt the party.

Organizational variables also played a role in the defeat of the incum-
bent party. Politics thrive on the maintenance of a large following of ‘‘foot
soldiers’’ who serve as an interface between the society and the party. The
party neglected the foot soldiers, and they naturally did not then function
as expected. Also, Kufuor’s lukewarm attitude toward the electioneering
campaign left the foot soldiers unmotivated. Political marketers must learn
to keep in constant touch with their foot soldiers, to supply them with one
consistent message about the party, as well as to motivate them. This will,
in turn, lead to them delivering consistent, coherent, and positive messages
about the party’s attributes to the general public.

Again, political marketers must note that internal strife exists within all
parties. It therefore behooves party functionaries to conceal their differences
from the public. They must communicate a united front to the general public.
This internal disharmony within the NPP started during their congress and
went on to cost them the elections. Also, the NPP showed too much political
amateurism, as it allowed the NDC to bully them and the electorates with its
scare tactics. Communicators for incumbent parties should strive to be a little
firm and strong handed in dealing with these scare tactics that will always be
adopted by opposition parties.

As political marketers strive to deliver a campaign that reaches all facets
of the voting public, they have to take care to avoid being caught in the web
of the negative perception held about marketing in politics. The NPP played
itself into this web and the NDC played it up to score political points.

Another set of factors that political marketers must watch out for are the
process factors that led to the defeat of the NPP. Incumbents also have access
to a greater portion of the news and media attention, and it is imperative that
they take advantage of this ability to reach the market to communicate
product mutability, challenges facing the government, and the way to move
forward. The NPP failed to translate these opportunities into strengths, and
rather engaged in a campaign of style over substance.

Secondly, political marketing practitioners must get their communica-
tions spot-on to give their parties achance to win. The NPP failed to segment
the market for votes and communicated as if the voters were of the middle
class, who constitute about only 30% of the population. Clearly, it is important
to segment the market and assign communicators to eachmarket to communi-
cate in a manner with which the voters identify. It is important to assume a
political disposition and to avoid the normal marketing approach that is
viewed negatively in the political realm.

The market also contributed to the defeat of the NPP in the 2008 general
elections. The NPP failed to ideologically charge the market like the NDC did;
rather they engaged in activities that only led to counter consumerism in the
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market. The market responds to the product that is presented to it. It is
therefore important to ensure that they deliver the product the market wants,
considering the right process and organizational factors, and the market will
accept the product.

CONCLUSION

Overall, the NPP handed over power to the NDC rather than maintaining it.
This, however, is not to say that the NDC did not engage in an effective cam-
paign aimed at regaining the power they lost in 2000. This is due to the fact
that the NDC took advantage of the flaws in NPP’s political communications
campaign and turned them into political advantages. A look at the poststudy
framework in Figure 2 indicates that the NPP failed in almost all four key
themes addressed in the work of Butler and Collins (1994). Allegations of
corruption, economic issues, unfulfilled election promises, and the God card
that the NDC played, considering that Ghana is a very religious country,
helped damage the product that the NPP presented to the electorates.

Organizational factors like internal disharmony, neglect of foot soldiers,
excessive political amateurism, and the general negative perception of
marketing contributed to the NPP’s defeat in the 2008 elections. Market and
process characteristics also played a part in the ruling party’s loss. It

FIGURE 2 Post-Study Framework [Source: Adapted from Butler and Collins (1984).]
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comprised process factors like an IMC campaign replete with wrong mes-
sages, failure to communicate with grassroots groups, choice of style over
substance; and market factors like the readiness of the electorates to effect
change, failure to ideologically charge electorates, and activities of
counter-consumerism.

The study presented the factors that led to the defeat of the NPP and
provided key lessons for political marketing strategists. There is an interest-
ing discrepancy, however, between political marketing spending and elec-
toral fortunes in Ghana (in 2000, the ruling NDC lost to the opposition
NPP, and in 2008, the ruling NPP lost to the opposition NDC)–the opposition
parties who always have a smaller budget have always won.
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